Introduction
Free and special economic zones are known throughout the world as one of the most effective instruments aimed at attracting investments into the national economy. As has been stated in economic research papers, free and special economic zones operate all over the world and have become an essential part of today's world economy.
1 According to statistics, special and free economic zones operate in more than 120 countries around the world. the role of special and free economic zones in the optimization of modern economy is constantly growing, especially in the context of the current financial and economic crisis. According to experts' point of view, by 2020, free and special economic zones will account for 20 percent of the world's commodity turnover.
2 it is worth mentioning that experts believe that existing special and free economic zones in russia have already had primary positive effects. these zones contribute to: attracting foreign and domestic investors in these projects and, in turn, investments in the regional economy; increasing employment; enhancing the region's infrastructure and production capacity; and launching minor collaborative activities between companies inside and outside the free and special economic zone. According to s. sosnovskikh, the creation of one workplace within the special economic zone leads to the creation of four to five workplaces outside the special economic zone. investors predominantly pull employees from the local population, though they employ a small percentage of foreign staff.
3 As a result, special and free economic zones in russia have proved their usefulness and capacity to stabilize or even improve the current economic situation.
in this regard, the voluntary entry of the Peninsula of Crimea into the russian Federation as one of its constituent regions lead to the adoption of the social and economic development commitments of this region by our state. this is why one of the most important goals of authorities of the russian Federation is to develop social and economic and other spheres of the local society of the republic of Crimea. According to the decree of the Government of the russian Federation "On Approval of the Federal target Program 'social and economic development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol up to 2020, '" 4 the Government of the russian Federation is obliged to implement of a set of measures to integrate the regional economy of the Peninsula of Crimea in to the national economy of the russian Federation, remove infrastructural restrictions, and ensure sustainable economic growth.
One of the key aspects of this was an increase in the inflow of investments into the economy of the republic of Crimea. One off the measures taken by the state for this purpose was the creation of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol in 2014 and the adoption of the Federal law of 29 November 2014 No. 377-FZ "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. "
5 According to Art. 1 of this act, Federal law regulates relations arising in connection with the establishment and operation of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol as well as special aspects of conducting entrepreneurial and other activities in boundaries of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol.
Our study is based on the analysis of research papers and other literature devoted to the issues of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and other territories with a special legal regime of conducting entrepreneurial activity: special economic zones in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok and territories of advanced social and economic development, and zones of territorial development. it is worth noting that current literature regarding the free economic zones in the russian Federation, especially the zone of the republic of Crimea and the federal City of sevastopol, is very limited. there are only a few substantial research papers, which are either very outdated and only cover research on special aspects of kaliningrad's free economic zone, or are descriptive and do not provide any specific empirical evaluations with application to the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol concept.
6 today, there are only a few research papers dedicated to the legal problems of regulating the free economic zone in the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol.
7 Most current research papers dedicated to these zones consider the subject of the study from an economic point of view. 8 Although this is important, they do not cover the aforementioned legal issues.
For this reason, this paper is aimed at investigating issues of the current legislation on the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and finding solutions to said issues. in doing so, the paper will fill the gap in the literature related to the legal aspects of the free economic zone of Crimea. the study has implications for policymakers not only in russia but also in other developing countries. we begin with our introduction and methodology review, then consider some key aspects of the creation, definition, and special legal regime of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. this review is followed by a description of the advantages and disadvantages of legislation on the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. the last section concludes the paper and presents some recommendations for further research. this paper is based on legal, comparative, and retrospective analysis of the current federal legislation on the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, other special economic zones in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, 9 territories of advanced social and economic development, and zones of territorial development. 10 these acts are as follows: Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the concept of special and free economic zones is not novel. historically, these zones were created to attract investments in both national and regional economies. its early, simpler version can be traced back to economic districts, which were later extended to a free trade format or export-processing zones. since the 1960s, many countries, particularly in Asia, have used zones of this type to break away from an import-substitution development strategy and promote export-driven economic growth.
12 establishment of the free economic zone in the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol was directed at modernizing regional infrastructure, attracting foreign and domestic private investors, and at developing small and medium enterprises of the republic of Crimea. According to the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the purpose of its creation is to ensure sustainable social and economic development, to attract investment into the development of existing industries and create the new ones, to develop transport and other infrastructures, touristic and agriculture sectors, and medical resorts, and to improve the level and quality of life of citizens of the republic of Crimea and create more favorable conditions for business and entrepreneurship (Art. 1).
As the development of the economy of the Peninsula of Crimea is largely determined by its unique natural conditions, this primarily includes development of the touristic and recreational sphere, grain farming, fishing, poultry farming, vegetable growing, etc. the Peninsula of Crimea has the potential to extract minerals, ferrous metallurgy, machine building and metalworking, shipbuilding, the chemical industry, the production of construction materials, the food industry, and the light industry. unique geographic and climatic characteristics of the Peninsula of Crimea, as well as a rich historical and cultural heritage, make this region one of the most unique resort and tourist zones. Furthermore, the strategic position of the republic in the Black sea region gives the Peninsula of Crimea huge economic, political, and military significance. 13 despite the potential mentioned, the economy of the region has been virtually "drained" in recent years. today, significant funds are being drawn from the federal budget for investments in the development of the Peninsula of Crimea. As policy makers have stated, adoption of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol" will solve the most important issues of the infrastructure development on the Peninsula of Crimea. its adoption also helps to attract investors and investments and promotes the development of small and medium-sized business enterprises of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol in the russian Federation as a whole.
in spite of the fact that the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol started functioning relatively recently, the total volume of capital investments in from agreements on the conditions of entrepreneurial and other activities in the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol has been estimated as more than 73.5 billion rubles.
14 According to statistics offered by the Ministry of economic development of the russian Federation, at the current moment, entries have been made in the registry of participants of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol on more than 1,347 participants 15 planning more than 39.5 thousand workplaces. the figures show that tax revenue for the budget of the republic of Crimea amounted to 2,422.3 million rubles. According to Art. 8 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the special economic zone of entrepreneurial and other activities in the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol is part of the territory of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the internal sea waters and the territorial sea waters of the russian Federation adjoining the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol with a special regime of business and other activities operating within its borders, and the customs procedure of the free customs zone is applied.
the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol has been established for 25 years.
the special legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activities in the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol is applied by its participants (residents) and includes the following:
-special aspects of the implementation of urban development and land use when placing the objects necessary for the realization of investment projects by the participants of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. For instance, land plots belonging to the state and municipal property and necessary for business activity by participants of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol according to the contract on the conditions of conducting such activity provided for them without public bargaining;
-special taxation regime in accordance with the legislation of the russian Federation on taxes and fees. According to the Federal law "On Amendments to the First and second Parts of the tax Code of the russian Federation in Connection with the Adoption of the Federal Law 'On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, '" 17 such taxes and fees are as follows. For the legal entity as a participant of the free economic zone tax privileges for profits have been set at 0 percent for 10 years. Also legal entities -participants of the free economic zone are exempted from payment of property tax for the first 10 years, if this property was created or acquired for the purpose of conducting entrepreneurial and other activity according to the contract on conditions of conducting entrepreneurial activity in the free economic zone. Participant of the free economic zone also exempted from the land tax for the first 3 years. 18 Moreover, rates for social insurance are reduced for participants of the free economic zone; -granting, in accordance with the procedure established by the budget legislation of the russian Federation; -subsidies for the reimbursement of the expenses of the participant of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, including the costs of payment of customs duties, taxes, and charges in respect of goods (excluding excisable goods) imported for use in construction, equipment, and technical equipment of facilities necessary for the realization of investment projects by the participants of the special economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol (Art. 5 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol").
According to experts in this field, these huge benefits are intended to stimulate and develop business activity in the Peninsula of Crimea. the Government of the russian Federation strives to create the conditions necessary to encourage the development of local small and medium-sized businesses and help them to adapt to russian legislation, which is new for them. this level of state loyalty results from political and economic risks, including the imposition of sanctions, which demands a certain "compensation. " 20 if an entrepreneur or legal entity decides to become a participant of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and utilize all the benefits of the legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activities in the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol they have to enter a contract with conditions for conducting entrepreneurial activity with the federal government. the total volume of capital investments planned within the framework of the investment project and envisaging, in particular, the volume of capital investments in the first three years from the date of signing the contract on the conditions of conducting entrepreneurial activity in the free economic zone in the amount of as follows. if a participant of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea is a medium-sized or small enterprise, they must invest at least three million rubles; if a participant of the free economic zone is another sole entrepreneurial or business entity (but not medium and small enterprise), they must invest at least thirty million rubles. operating in its boundaries. the cluster in the free economic zone consists of participants of this zone and other individuals (sole entrepreneurs and legal entities). these entities conduct activities which complement each other. According to experts, policymakers should initially construct free economic zones as a cluster. this is necessary to improve industry competitiveness and innovation capacity in regions. industrial cluster policies are a key and widely used tool for economic development in local and regional economic development planning. in M.e. Porter's opinion, clusters are groups of geographically-proximate companies within a similar industry. the use of clusters makes it possible to enhance employment, diversify exports, and transfer technology and managerial know-how. Crucial elements of the cluster model include the provision of a collaborative and competitive environment, an appropriate geographical location and proximity to resources, related and supporting firms, and state regulations and strategic programs that facilitate innovation.
21 the location of clusters should be prioritized according to factors such as cost reduction, profitability growth, and performance improvement, instead of simply choosing regions in dire economic straits. strategic alliances, competition, and collaboration must be based on resource sharing and integration. the state and cluster companies should establish collaborative principles, which facilitate mutual efforts in innovation and r&d and, in turn, enhance the international competitiveness of companies or industries. Free economic zones are expected to develop high value-added products and services and brace themselves for market challenges. of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " there are special provisions for entry and departure for special categories of foreign citizens. these categories are representatives of business entities or investors, and those who were invited to discuss opportunities for collaboration in the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. For these categories of foreign citizens, a special simplified method of giving visas is applied. For example, foreign citizens can receive a visa at the state border of the republic of Crimea. it is worth noting that this procedure the same for foreign citizens, coming to the republic of Crimea as tourists;
-special aspects of conducting business in the sphere of sea transport. sea ports in boundaries of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol are recognized as free ports. this means that special customs procedure of the free custom zone are applied in the territory of the free port. Application of this procedure indicates that placing of several goods to the free custom zone implies releasing business entities from paying custom charges.
in addition, the special legal regime of conducting entrepreneurial activity has some additional features. As we know the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol was created to ease serviced land and infrastructural complexity that may prevent investment inflow into regional or national economies by providing potential investors with access to prebuilt manufacturing sites, necessary utilities (e.g., electricity, water, telecommunications, and sewage), and long-term leases. this zone also facilitates the administrative procedures associated with business registration, license acquisition, and access to key services, such as utilities and construction. they provide so-called "single-window" or "one-stop" services, meaning that their management takes full responsibility for coordinating all administrative procedures. Lastly, an essential component of the administrative services provided by zones is customs administration, which is commonly offered with fiscal incentives, with a customs officer inside or at the gate of the zone to perform customs clearance to speed up import and export operations.
24
And finally, it is necessary to note that the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol" provides the norm which regulates contracts covering the conditions of conducting entrepreneurial activity. For instance, Federal law "On the Free economic Zone of the region of kaliningrad" and Federal law "On Zones of territorial development" do not have such a provision. Meanwhile, using a contract has a lot of benefits.
in modern conditions, the significance of these agreements and contracts on operating conditions for economic entities and the state is difficult to exaggerate. the use of the contract as a regulator of relations between the participant of the special economic zone and authorized body contributes to the emergence and development of partnership relations. At the same time, a private partner acting under the contract as a counterparty is given the opportunity to agree on the conditions of conducting business, and to require the state to perform its duties, as well as to carry out entrepreneurial activity with conditions of special preferential treatment. 25 in this regard, it is appropriate to note the point of view of v. Laptev justifying the importance of the contractual form, the use of which makes it possible to appropriately take into account the interests of various parts of the economic system. 26 Furthermore, according to v. kvanina, it is necessary both to attract interest of private investors by establishing some benefits and preferences, and to negotiate with them all conditions for cooperation to obtain a positive economic result. Private investors need to know in advance about all possible adverse consequences that may arise in the process of agreements. 27 in comparison, legislation on some territories with a special legal regime of conducting entrepreneurial and other activities enables agreement of conducting entrepreneurial activity between authorized bodies and business entities (future participant of the special economic zone), or between management company and business entity. these agreements are conducted within the boundaries of the special economic zone in the russian Federation (Art. 12), the Free Port of vladivostok (Art. 11), and territories of advanced social and economic development (Art. 13).
Problems of the Federal Law "On the Development of the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol and the Free Economic Zone in the Territories of the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol"
there are several problems that authorities of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol face. First, there are some essential social and economic problems. sevastopol, which, in turn, discourages the arrival of new economic participants. Also, there is the issue of a shortage of infrastructure connected with system of transport and energy power. Furthermore, according to expert opinion, unsatisfactory coverage and low technical parameters of roadways and the low level of competitiveness of sea ports also has implications on the development of the free economic zone. these factors require significant modernization and substantial costs. 28 secondly, there are a wide range of problems which are directly connected to the quality of provisions of the current legislation on free economic zones, especially in the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. " Meanwhile, the quality of norms of the basic act which regulates the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol is extremely important. regretfully, analysis of this act revealed some disadvantages of its provisions.
Unreasonably Prolonged Existence of the Free Economic Zone of the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol
it is noteworthy that the timeframe for achieving the goal of establishing the free economic zone in the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol is 25 years, as was mentioned previously. what is more, this period of time might be prolonged according to norms prescribed by the law on the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. this period is considerably shorter than the timeframe of the so-called "analogues" (territories with special legal regime of conducting entrepreneurial activity: special economic zones in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, territories of advanced social and economic development). For example, the timeframe of special economic zones in the russian Federation is 49 years. in turn, the timeframe of the Free Port of vladivostok is 70 years, and it is the same for territories of advanced social and economic development. it seems that all the above time periods are unreasonably prolonged. in author's point of view, it seems that such a long period of the existence of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol does not ultimately contribute to the achievement of its goals. it is possible that the period of the existence of the free economic zone in the republic of Crimea should be reduced, for example, to 10-15 years. this reduction would make it possible to achieve the goals of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol more effectively and efficiently. it seems that the same reduction could be applied to the timeframes of other territories with special legal regime of entrepreneurial activity: special economic zones, territories of advanced social and economic development, and the Free Port of vladivostok.
Lack of Mechanisms of Compensations in Case of Possible Termination of the Free Economic Zone of the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol
is should be noted that, according to part 2 of Art. 9 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the free economic zone can be terminated earlier if doing so is necessary to protect people's life and health, nature, and cultural values, or to ensure the country's defense and state security.
Meanwhile, there is no norm in the current legislation disclosing the consequences of early termination of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol for its participants (business entities and sole entrepreneurs). it should be added that the current legislation on special economic zones in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, and territories of advanced social and economic development does not contain certain rules on such a mechanism.
At the same time, it seems that it is necessary to work out a mechanism to compensate the expenses of participants in the free economic zones. the aforementioned participants erected and invested into capital construction facilities, and, in addition, paid taxes throughout the existence of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. One possible method of solving this problem may be suggesting the extended use of tax and customs privileges by the participants of the free economic zone as one of options for compensation. Another method would be to establish a certain amount of compensation for former participants of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol due to the volume of investments made by its participants.
Absence of a Private Sector in the Expert Council on the Free Economic Zone of the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol
the management system of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol may raise doubts. According to some authors, the management of the free economic zones in foreign countries, along with other public authorities, is responsible for attracting investors and creating networks to promote such zones and, in turn, stimulate their social and economic growth. Additionally, most successful free economic zones use an anchor investor strategy where high-profile companies are invited to join at the initial stages of a zone's creation and management, thereby signaling the free economic zone's solidity to other potential investors and stressing this factor to provide them with a useful network of suppliers and partners. free economic zones strive to attract the private sector to the management process. On the contrary, in the russian Federation, the Government has played a vital role in the creation and management of free economic zones. 30 therefore, as was mentioned previously, in accordance with part 1 of Art. 10 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the free economic zone's management bodies are the Ministry of economic development of the republic of Crimea, the expert Council on the special economic Zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, and the highest executive bodies of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. Attention is drawn to the fact that only experts from these government bodies are members of the expert Council, the primary task of which is to coordinate the interaction between authorities, to organize the operation of the free economic zones of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol; so called "private sector" representatives -entrepreneurs and business entities, are not provided with the legal right to join them.
At the same time, the participation of the private sector in the activities of the expert Council would contribute to a more efficient and productive free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. According to e. kombarova, it is necessary to include representatives of "private sector" in the expert Council on the free economic zone. such representatives could be, for example, members of the Chamber of trade and industry of the russian Federation and its regions.
this is due to the fact that such changes make it possible take both only public and private interests into account. it should be noted that, for instance, legislation on special economic zones in the russian Federation provides for the creation of supervisory Board, whose activities are also aimed at organizing the operation of special economic zones. At the same time, membership of such councils also includes participants (residents) of these zones -legal entities and individual entrepreneurs (part 4 of Art. 7 of the Federal law "On special economic Zones in the russian Federation") and other representatives of private sector. it is considered necessary to add the following content to the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol": the expert Council includes representatives of the Ministry of economic development of the republic of Crimea, the highest executive bodies of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, participants of the free economic zone, and other sole entrepreneurs and business entities. 
Management System of the Free Economic Zone: Lack of Flexibility
As was stated previously, in accordance with the part 1 of Art. 10 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the free economic zone management bodies are the Ministry of economic development of the republic of Crimea, the expert Council on the Free economic Zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, and the highest executive bodies of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. According to experts, this structure of management bodies is not effective enough. this opinion is based on the absence of entities which can bridge the gap between government bodies and private sector.
the system of management of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol differs from management of other territories with a special legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activities. in comparison, the management systems of the special economic zone in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, and territories of advanced economic and social development include management companies in addition to the previouslymentioned government bodies. these companies are business entities. For example, the federal government created a public organization in the form of a joint-stock company which is responsible for establishing and developing their projects in different regions -JsC "russian special economic zones. " this management company has some key features. it was not initiated to gain profits; instead, it was established to attract investors, prepare the necessary infrastructure for them, and supervise the functionality of this infrastructure and the project in general. Although it is a joint-stock company, 100% of the shares belong to the government. Management companies usually profit from investors' payments to use the special economic zone infrastructure (e.g., electricity, water, sewage, and recycling). however, they keep all the profits gained from infrastructure rent in the regional budget, and they do not share them with the federal office. Management companies merely monitor regional special economic zones to ensure that they stick to the schedule for establishing and developing the project. they also act as an intermediary between regional special economic zones and the Ministry of economic development of the russian Federation, which monitors the efficiency and development of these projects. in the early stages, regional management companies and seZs are financed by the state budget, but they are expected to become self-sufficient in the long term.
31
According to experts, presence of management companies in system of management of the free economic zone will allows to operate these zones more efficiently. can be explained by the nature of management companies as joint-stock companies. this fact makes them more mobile, flexible and easy to interact with. 33 in the opinion of A. Belitskaya management companies of special economic zones form the basis of private public partnership and enhance investment activity in its territories. it is difficult to agree with this provision. the implementation of any type of entrepreneurial activity (apart from the afore-mentioned restricted activities), would not contribute to the achievement of the goal of the free economic zones of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol's creating. however, it is important to remember that the participants of the free economic zone are allowed to apply all the benefits of a special legal regime for conducting entrepreneurial and other activities, including low taxes and rental fees. this is why if a participant conducts activity which does not contribute to the goal of the free economic zone's creation, government spending connected with mentioned benefits will not acquit itself.
For these reasons, we consider it necessary to develop a list of priority activities in the free economic zone. it seems that in the first instance this list should include activities contributing to the development of regional tourist and recreational potential, which is preconditioned by geographical and historical cultural factors. this is generally correlated with one of the components of the goal of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol creating: the development of tourism and medical treatment resorts (Art. 2 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol").
in comparison, the legislation of the other territories with a special legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activities contains provisions about priority activities. For example, in the special economic zone in the russian Federation, residents may conduct industrial activity, technical innovational activity, touristic recreational activity, and several types of activity undertaken in the port special economic zone (Art. 10 of the Federal law "On special economic Zones in the russian Federation").
Difficulties in Determining of the Legal Nature of the Contract on the Condition of Conducting Activity in the Free Economic Zone of the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol
Many problems are generated by the norms on the contract of conditions of activity in the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol. this contract is concluded between potential participants of the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the authorized state body. According to the contract on conditions of conducting activity in the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, participants of the free economic zone are obliged to conduct entrepreneurial activity and make a certain amount of investments prescribed by the law. the authorized state body, in turn, is obliged to provide for the counterparty (participant of free economic zone) by the conditions set forth by the counterparty. similar agreements are concluded for carrying out entrepreneurial and other activities in the special economic zone in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, and the territories of priority socio-economic development by economic entity. this is why the legislation on all territories with special legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activity has the same provisions dedicated to contracts and agreements mentioned.
however, in the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " there is no clear indication of the legal nature of these agreements. A similar situation has developed with the legislation on the other territories with special legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activities; federal acts on these territories also do not define the legal nature of given agreements.
in entrepreneurial law there are a number of approaches to the definition of the legal nature of agreements on conducting entrepreneurial activity (contracts on the conditions of conducting entrepreneurial activity). For instance, some authors believe these contracts to be public legal matters. their position is based upon the participation of government body in the contract. this is why the relationship between counterparties is regulated mainly by the norms of public or administrative law. 35 Other authors are convinced that the legal nature of these contracts is complex. According to this approach, provisions of contracts on conditions of entrepreneurial activity include both norms of administrative and civil law. 36 Lastly, some groups of researchers consider these agreements private or civil legal matters.
37 this approach could be explained by the fact that relationship between counterparties of contracts is based on their legal equality. the best interests of counterparties can be taken into account in a civil law contract on the basis of legal equality, autonomy of will, and property independence of its parties -principles on which civil law is based.
there are a number of arguments given in favor of the civil law nature of contracts on business conditions, as well as agreements on the implementation of entrepreneurial activities in special economic zones in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, and territories of advanced social and economic development in science.
Firstly, each participant enters into a contractual relationship voluntarily. this primarily relates to the private participant (investor) of such contracts. No one is permitted to force potential participants to conclude this agreement. Consequently, the authorized body of state power is not entitled to compel a potential investor to conclude this agreement if the latter is not satisfied with the conditions. thus, by concluding an agreement on the conditions of activity, potential counterparties jointly agree on its terms and conditions. this, in particular, Art. 13 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol" specifies, according to which the participant of the free economic zone states the investment conditions of the declaration (extent and timing of investment and more), on which they agree to conclude a contract. in the event that such conditions are not accepted by the counterparty, the participant of the free economic zone has the right to refuse to enter into this agreement. secondly, each of the parties of the treaty has equal opportunity to change their conditions; according to part 27 of Art. 13 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, " the conditions of the contract can be changed by the agreement of counterparties.
Finally, the contract can be terminated by agreement between the parties or at the request of each party in the court in the event of a material breach of the agreement counterparty (Art. 13 of the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol").
to eliminate possible objections to the legal nature of the contract analyzed, the Federal law "On the development of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol and the Free economic Zone in the territories of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol" should be supplemented by a norm which points to the civil law character of contracts on operating conditions. it is also necessary to provide the legislation on special economic zones in the russian Federation, territories of advanced social and economic development, and the Free Port of vladivostok with the same provision.
Conclusion
it should be noted that the legislation on the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol is not free from shortcomings. Current legislation must be further improved if we want the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol to operate as well as expected. Nevertheless, there are no doubts that the prospects of development of the region of Crimea as a free economic zone make it possible to broaden the horizons for building a new type of innovational economy, attract investments to national economy, and enhance development of given region. the conclusions made in this research paper could be used in the lawmaking and legal practice in the sphere of application of legislation on the free economic zone of the republic of Crimea and the Federal City of sevastopol, special economic zones in the russian Federation, the Free Port of vladivostok, and territories of advanced social and economic development. Moreover, given results could be used as a foundation for the further research of free and special economic zones and other territories with a special legal regime of entrepreneurial and other activities.
